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LED SERIES
SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB
Mega Powerful RGB LED Color Changer

ARCHITECTURAL * COMMERCIAL * DISPLAY *
ENTERTAINMENT * RETAIL
SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB model SSDL-6098-I is a newly
developed new generation professional fixture for indoor and
outdoor use. Its avant-garde technology and unusual,
particularly stylish lines enables it to blend harmonically into
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the architecture and scenarios being illuminated.

The fixture's main innovation is its use of an innovative RGB
color mixing system with a series of high-power LEDs as a
light source resulting in the possibility of generating millions
of intense colors covering the color spectrum from pastel to
saturated.

SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB has 90 high-power LEDs. This
incredible luminous power, along with the practical shape
and the possibility of using interchangeable lenses make it
ideal for a vast range of applications.
SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB is perfect for indoor use (museums,
art galleries, libraries, television studios, etc.) and in
particular for outdoors (architectural lighting on municipal
sites, monuments, buildings, facades, structures, bridges,
etc.), thanks to its ingress protection to IP65 and to a special
lens designed to ensure even lighting coverage of walls and
other long surfaces.
The SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB is constructed of high grade
aluminum die-cast housing, stainless steel hardware and
fasteners. The die-cast aluminum housing is powder coated
with a special material and using a special process for
protection from the environment and to enhance self
cleaning properties.
LED products abound, however you would be hard pressed to
find a sexier looking fixture than the SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB.
It certainly packs huge punch! The wash light utilizes high
power LEDs: blue, green, red LEDs which provide RGB color
mixing with cold IR and UV free output.
The use of LED technology provides numerous advantages:
* LEDs generate cold IR-free / UV-free light, which does not
heat illuminated objects.
* LEDs have a life of approximately 100,000 hours at full
power.
* Electricity consumption is proportional to the light emitted,
and less than that of traditional lamps.
* Fixtures require very little maintenance.
Interchangeable lenses 25° (standard), 10°, 45° and 60°
(optional) enable the SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB to be used at
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various distances from the structure being illuminated.
Color temperature is 6,500°K; any other color temperature is obtainable
by mixing the red / green / blue and amber LEDs luminosity.
The SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB transmits and receives on 8 DMX channels.
The built-in microcomputer has a comprehensive function menu,
accessible via user-friendly interface display;
8 DMX channels

•

color balance
effects weekly programming
effects generation
master/slave function auto-test
reset fixture
The SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB incorporates all the functionality
required to be applied professionally. It also has a built-in
thermal sensor to enable operations in minus 25°C. Whether
operated with DMX 512 or stand alone the SPECTACOLOUR 96
RGB delivers exceptional professional results.

•

SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB is a fixture with an exclusive design,
an exceptional tool thanks to its functional qualities as well as
to its stylish contribution, that can be offered to any type show,
performance or installation. SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB is not just
a new idea in color-changing fixtures with its light source 90
high-power LEDs, but it’s also a fixture decidedly attractive to
look at and able to be fitted harmoniously into any setting,
from musical shows to artistic architectural lighting.

The exclusive design, interchangeable lenses, and ingress protection to
IP65 make the SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB ideal for either permanent or
temporary installation in a wide range of applications including:
monuments, buildings, stages, facades, structures, bridges, houses of
worship, museums, art galleries, libraries, shopping malls, and store
window displays just to name a few. SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB is also
perfect for dynamically coloring backdrops and scenery in theatres,
television and photography studios.
As well as ensuring considerable energy saving, absolute silence and
protection to IP65, with SPECTACOLOUR 96 RGB, users can count on
very high luminous power, that sets records even in the LED lighting
industry.
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SPECIAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS

* Over 16.7 million color can be produced by mixing the red,
green and blue LEDs
* Linear brightness adjustable
* Desired strobe adjustable
* Color preset and rainbow color available
* Manual setting of the technical specification

* Digital display, English menu
* Digital tube's brightness adjustable
* Over-heat protection
* Self testing capability
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* Record the running time of different color LEDs
* Record the running time of the fixture
* Five programs to be edited, each program with 10 scenes at
most, edited programs auto saved
* 36 time activated events to be edited, with each program's
start and end setting available
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• DC working voltage
• Innovative RGB color mixing system and excellent color display
• Soft smooth and even beam
• Low power consumption
• No heat radiation, long life, good stability and high security
• No infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) rays
• Energy consuming will reduce 80% to compare with the incandescence
light in the same light effect
• Elegant and functional design
• No frequent twinkling
• Quadratic optics design
• Good anti-impact with surface oxidation disposal
• Anti-aging with light leading inner teeth, hard and durable
• DMX signal control
• Digital display
• Color fade and strobe, speed adjustable
• DMX, Auto, Manual function
• Master/Slave mode
• Does not require repeated light bulb and ballast changes and they last
for an incredible 100,000 hours, which is 6 to 7 times longer than other
light sources.
• Cost-effectiveness on cost of fixture, bulb replacement and scheduled
maintenance.
• Superior lighting efficiency
• Superb luminous distribution
• Advance physical characteristics
• Durability and resistance to corrosion
• Lightweight and compact
• Simple installation and convenient modulation
• Ensures years of unsurpassed service, lighting uniformity, visual
comfort and lighting security—all in a highly reliable system.
• They create an evenly diffused light beam, ideal for illuminating large
areas, and are able to be controlled precisely in all of their main
characteristics: luminous intensity, RGB color mixing, and color
temperature correction.
TECHNICAL DATA
Light Source: 1W and 3W high power LEDS
Number of LEDs: 90: 30 1W red, 30 3W green and 30 1W blue.
Color Mixing: RGB creates over 16.7 million colors
Beam Angle: 25° degrees (standard) and 10° (optional), 45° and 60°
(optional and special order at additional cost)
Operating Temperature: -25°C to +40°C
Input Voltage: AC 120, 230V, 50/60Hz
Power Consumption: 170W
Internal Operating Voltage: 24
Control: DMX512. 8 DMX channels
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Control Modes: DMX mode, Auto mode and Manual mode
IP Rating: IP 65 http://articulight.com/acc/IPRatings.html . Dry,

damp and wet applications.
Dimensions: L 490 x W 295 x H 161.5 mm; 19.29" x 11.61" x
6.36"
Weight: 13.5 kgs ( 29.7 lbs)
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DUE TO CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS MAY CHANGE
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
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